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THE PROPOSAL

THE PARTY

THE PLANNING

We know one size
d o e s n ’ t f i t a l l . T h a t ’s
why we begin each
wedding by getting to
know you.
But this is the part
where you get to know
us, first.

Before the big day
comes a series of
smaller but equally
important celebrations:
the engagement, the
b r i d a l s h o w e r, t h e
r e h e a r s a l d i n n e r. E a c h
of which, we can help
with.

This is where we
shine. Locations,
stylists, florists and
photographers; they’re
all in our little black
book.
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THE GUEST LIST

THE BIG PARTY

THE EVER AFTER

The ones that will make
your big day deliciously
extravagant.

I t ’s y o u r d a y. We t a k e
care of every little
aspect so you can focus
on enjoying every little
moment.

To t h e b e g i n n i n g o f a
beautiful relationship;
by that we mean
between you and us.

CAKES BY EXECUTIVE PASTRY CHEF LISA VAN ZANTEN
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T H E P RO P O S A L
where the story begins.

If you’re reading this we’re assuming you are either a) engaged,
b) close to someone who is, or c) counting your chickens before
they hatch.
Regardless of which category you fall into, this very exciting time
has probably conjured many different emotions and your mind is
overwhelmed by the thought of what happens next.
That’s where we come in. With over two decades of experience
and over 400 weddings a year, it’s safe to say we’ve eaten our
fair share of cake. And helped with our fair share of forever afters.
We believe every wedding: Must. Be. Perfect. And we know that
perfect means different things to different people. No two weddings
are ever the same, because no two couples are. We relish the
challenge to create a wedding that is unique and personal to you.
Welcome to our Atlantic Group family. We look forward to bringing
your vision to life.

Hatem Saleh
CEO - Atlantic Group
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Yo u c a n ’ t c h o o s e y o u r f a m i l y,
but you can put them on a table
in the far corner if you want.
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T H E P A RT Y

No one looks back on their life and remembers the nights they
had plenty of sleep. Engagement party, bridal shower, rehearsal
dinner; your pre-wedding events are not to be overlooked. And we
say, if you’re going to throw a party, do it properly.
The engagement party, a sophisticated and ambient gathering
in our nocturnal playground, The Den. Located within the Crown
Entertainment Complex this charismatic and subterranean space
is one of Melbourne’s best kept secrets. For a night with a bit
more volume, the stylish and ever so seductive Ms Collins will set
the perfect tone for your evening rivaled only by its contemporary
counterpart in Alumbra, situated down the end of Dockland’s historic runway, Central Pier.
The bridal shower, a charming waterfront bakery filled with the
sweetest of treats to satisfy your every desire and those of your
guests. Mill & Bakery with an interior inspired by the European
countryside and completed with an assortment of vintage knick
knacks, creates a cosy setting for a superb afternoon with your
friends and family.
We have a passion for parties, one is never enough. We can help
you with all of your pre-event festivities.
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T

he start of our love story. You
have ideas. We make them happen.
The first step is finding ‘the’ location. A
space that not only fits all your practical
requirements but one that makes you
feel something.

We have an award winning catering
team who will translate your every
desire into a beautiful menu, perfect
to accompany the celebration in one of
our many venues or a location of your
choosing.

One of our (many) unique offerings
resides in our exclusive access to 4
award winning waterfront venues:
Peninsula, MAIÀ, Sumac, and Sketch.
Each is unique and easily transformable.
We know these spaces like the back of
our hand- they’re our home after all
and what an amazing residence to call
our very own.

You: want an edible hanging garden?
We: can do that. You: want a custommade 6-tier cake? We: can make it 7.
We’re in the business of saying yes. It’s
your wedding and we don’t believe in
limiting your options. A special effort is
also made to cater to specific dietary
requirements so no-one goes hungry.

We also have a little black book full of
exclusive, secret locations and venues
all over Melbourne. From wineries to
industrial warehouses, private estates
to secret gardens. Our mission is to
find a location unique to you. If you
have something specific in mind, tell us
and we’ll find it, or if need be, make it.
We specialise in making magic happen
wherever you want.

It’s this creativity and attention to
detail that has lead to Atlantic Group
being awarded number one Wedding
Caterer in Australia by the Restaurant
and Catering National Awards.
We’ll work closely with you to create a
menu that reflects your tastes. We have
just one requirement; that we use the
very best locally sourced, high quality
produce. Must. Be. Perfect.

The second step is the food. Food
brings people together, gives you
energy for dancing and (importantly)
fuels those good vibes.

THE PLANNING

THE GUEST LIST
Meet the [A] team
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Born and raised in England, Tom trained
in London at the prestigious Ritz Hotel
Piccadilly. During his time in London, Tom
worked under renowned Chefs including
Terry Laybourne, Michael Quinn, and Bruno
Loubert, before traveling to Australia to work
at the three hat Hyatt Regency Adelaide
restaurant, Flerieu.

E D I B L E I N N O VAT I O N

It wasn’t long before Tom jetted off again to
work as Chef de Cuisine of the Park Hyatt
Buenos Aires in Argentina before returning
back to Australia to take up the position as a
chef instructor with Le Cordon Bleu Culinary
School at the renowned Regency Institute for
hospitality.
Moving to Melbourne, Tom worked as Head
Chef to the iconic Chef Stephanie Alexander

M e e t o u r E x e c u t i v e C h e f, To m M i l l i g a n

before joining Crown Entertainment Complex
as Chef de Cuisine of Cecconis restaurant.
From 2001 to 2006, Tom was the Executive
Chef at the Hotel Windsor, however his
passion for the profession and wealth of
knowledge led him to Holmesglen Institute of
TAFE where he flourished as senior culinary
teacher.
In 2011 Tom began with Atlantic Group
where he continues to push the boundaries
of culinary innovation with visually stunning
menus and bold flavours.
Now working with a team of 50 chefs from
all over the world, Tom ensures every cuisine
requested is catered for and perfect.
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An introduction to
E x e c u t i v e P a s t r y C h e f,
L i s a Va n Z a n t e n
Lisa’s career began in Perth where she
completed an apprenticeship. Her goals
soon grew into big dreams, as she followed
her passion for the pastry knife all the way
to London.
After a year working in London, Lisa
returned to Australia and headed straight
to Melbourne where she worked for Atlantic
Group (the first time round). Lisa’s next step
was just up the road at George Calombaris’
The Press Club, where she worked as Head
Pastry Chef.
However, the most defining role came after
this when she returned to London to work in
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Claridges as Pastry Sous Chef. This was a
stand out role, as Lisa learnt to refine all her
skills to suit the Claridge’s customer – one
whose standards and expectations are very
high, to say the least! This was a different
level of service that equipped Lisa with a
totally new set of skills and talents. During
this time Lisa also worked for a pop-up
restaurant for Noma at the London Olympics
in 2012.
Soon after her European takeover, Lisa
settled back in Australia with a place that
was close to her heart, Atlantic Group.
Working as the Executive Pastry Chef, she
leads the pastry and baking team to achieve
the same high standards that she learnt in
her travels. Lisa loves to create spectacular
Mill & Bakery cakes, pastries and her famous
and highly sought after wedding cakes.
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F O O D S TAT I O N S

Our food philosophy is all about innovation,
individuality and the perfect marriage
between flavours. A delicious collaboration
between you and our culinary creatives, we
promise to deliver the most memorable and
tantalising menus to ensure your celebration
is spectacular from appetiser to dessert.
In conjunction with our menus, we have an
expansive range of food station upgrades
available.

Guests will be treated to a sensory overload
as talented chefs perform culinary theatre to
bring your food experience to life. Interactive
and visually exciting there is a food station
that is sure to delight your loved ones.
From hot dumplings, fresh oysters, French
crepes and even a bombolini bar, the hardest
decision is no longer the perfect dress.
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T H E B I G P A RT Y

to end all parties.
You wake up. Feeling rested and excited.
You’re energised because you haven’t spent
the last few months stressing over every
detail of your wedding. We’ve done that for
you.
Today is your day. You have two jobs: get
married and have the party of your life. We
take care of everything else.
We’ve done this hundreds of times and
our attention to detail is second to none.

You know those people who iron sheets
and organise their wardrobe by colour and
occasion? That’s us. But don’t get it twisted,
we know how to bring a party to life.
The party is our favourite part. When the
countless hours of pre-planning and triple
checking come to an end. When your
dream unfolds before you. It’s always our
pleasure to see that sheer joy as you step
into your ambient venue for the first time as
newlyweds.
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CENTRAL PIER
spaces
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PENINSULA

01_ the show
s t o p p e r.
in a word, wow.

That chandelier. It’s 66 metres long- the longest in
the Southern Hemisphere (not that we’re comparing)
and it’s guaranteed to impress the most discerning
of guests.
Inspired by London’s Tate Modern Museum, the
space features 9 metre high ceilings, floor to ceiling
windows and a sophisticated neutral colour palette
ready to be stamped with your own personal style.
The possibilities are endless. If you have big ideas or
wild dreams this space is where we can make them
happen. With a capacity to seat 1480 guests, this
space is one of the largest in Victoria. But don’t be
intimidated by the size, while Peninsula is expansive,
it still retains a welcoming elegance.

0 1 _ t h e s h o w s t o p p e r.

If this space was a drink it would be: Dom
Perignon, impresses even the toughest of
critics.

Sit Down

Cocktail

Pe n A

380 - 540

500 - 1000

Pe n C

250 - 330

400 - 700

Pe n E n t i r e

600 - 1380

1550 - 2500

* numbers are with dance floor
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MAIÀ

02_ blank canvas
with industrial allure.
in a word, rustic.

Pared back, rustic and striking.
MAIÀ is the perfect union of the
modern and the historic. It’s
industrial without being cold. Raw
but still sophisticated.
With original loading doors, hand
etched wooden floorboards, and a
cathedral style ceiling, the space
is equally impressive when left
pared back as it is when styled.
The perfect balance of old and new
makes this space adaptable and
complimentary to all grand plans
for your special day.
If this space was a drink it
would be: A Moscow Mule,
adaptable and liked by all.

Sit Down

Cocktail

150 - 250

250 - 400

* numbers are with dance floor
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S U M AC

03_ the charming
chameleon.
in a word, warm.

Rich, warm, and inviting. Sumac blends
modern design with a Moroccan influence
and sweeping curtains to create a
sense of intimacy in a large space.
With hand-etched floorboards, rich
metal latticework, and splashes
of fuchsia, this is a venue that
transforms.
Easily
adapting
to
many different styles and tastes.
The intimate space is ambient and
charismatic. Whether a formal sit down
dinner or luxe cocktail extravaganza,
this venue will showcase your vision
perfectly.
If this space were a drink it would
be: Dark ‘n’ Stormy, a little spicy,
a little sweet.

Sit Down

Cocktail

60 - 144

120 - 300

* numbers are with dance floor
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SKETCH

04_ not for
shrinking violets.
in a word, elegant.

As decadent as a black forest chocolate cake
and just as lavish. Sketch is unquestionably
a memorable venue. Rich purple and black
tones give the space a distinctly dramatic
feel, while crystal chandeliers from Milan
and crockery and cutlery from Spain;
emphasize that no expense has been
spared.
Views? This venue has one you should
see. Located at the end of the historic
Dockland’s runway, Central Pier, floor to
ceiling windows offer a stunning outlook
over the water towards the city. Imagine
your guests spilling out to the courtyard for
drinks by the water as the sun sets.
If this space were a drink it would
be: An Espresso Martini, opulent and
ready for a party.

Sit Down

Cocktail

60 - 130

120 - 350

* numbers are with dance floor

GARDENS HOUSE
royal botanic gardens
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GARDENS HOUSE

0 6 _ t h e n a t u r a l b e a u t y.

in a word, picturesque..

Residing in the quaint confines of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, the charming Gardens House sits perched
amongst a lush landscape. Built in 1854, this
natural beauty is enchanting with her polite values
and sophisticated allure.
Strolling up the narrow garden path, surrounded
by precisely manicured plants and foliage, guests
are welcomed to the double storey property by a
brilliant heritage façade and sprawling garden.
From within, this historical homestead has been
transformed to accommodate the most lavish
celebrations and intimate of soirées. A second
storey balcony, spanning the width of the house,
looks out to yet another generous and breathtaking
private garden.
This private property is renowned for its raw
splendour, close proximity to the CBD and its fairy
tale setting.
If this space were a drink it would be: A
Cosmopolitan, charismatic yet elegant.

Sit Down

Cocktail

Up s t a i r s D i n i n g R o o m

48

60

G a r d e n Ro o m / S t u d y

40

60

Ho u s e E n t i r e

N/A

120

Ga r d e n Ma r q u e e

160

220

T H E AT L A N T I C
southbank
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T H E AT L A N T I C

07_ a love so deep,
the ocean would be envious

in a word, sophisticated

Residing
along
the
picturesque
Southbank promenade, The Atlantic is a
Melbourne icon with socialite status.
Warm and inviting with a mixture of
dark tones, earthy textures and elegant
fixtures, the space is complimented by a
cosy basement bar in The Den.
The various nooks and intimate private
dining areas will be transformed to set
the perfect tone for the evening.
Striking and elegant, the water facing
terrace will provide guests with stunning
scenery of the lively riverwalk and city
silhouette.
If this space were a drink it would
be: An Old Fashioned, worldly and
refined.

Sit Down

Cocktail

Re s t a u r a n t E n t i r e

250

400

Private Dining

Min 6

-

T h e Te r r a c e
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80

The Den Basement Bar

-

110

catering around melbourne
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c l o c k w i s e f r o m L - R ; L a u r e n s H a l l , G l a s s h a u s , t w o t o n m a x , M o u n t Vi e w E s t a t e , C a m p b e l l Po i n t H o u s e , S i r P a z E s t a t e

D o n ’ t h a v e a l o c a t i o n i n m i n d ? To m m y C o l l i n s b y At l a n t i c G r o u p o f f e r s a n
e x c i t i n g r a n g e o f u n i q u e v e n u e o p t i o n s a t s o m e o f Me l b o u r n e ’s b e s t ke p t
secrets including top wineries, art galleries, warehouses and so much more.

twotonmax

Sir Paz Estate

twotonmax is a sensitively transformed, beautifully
detailed, industrial warehouse located in North
Melbourne. Hidden behind an anonymous street front,
this blank canvas that can become all you had desired
for your special day. Create a unique experience, with
limitless options for decorating and furnishing the
space. The venue’s stunning burnished concrete floor,
neutral white walls and discrete lighting are easily
enhanced with additional fixtures as required. This
minimalistic space is superb and has a charisma all
of its own.

Only 45 minutes away from Melbourne’s CBD, this
unique and captivating venue is sure to excite all
of your senses. Nestled away in the beautiful Yarra
Valley, amongst the sprawling vineyards, lays a
precisely landscaped space which allows for a
marquee structure to be incorporated or provides the
flexibility of an event directly under the stars. This
picturesque space is ideal for those looking for a
unique and truly breathtaking experience.
Campbell Point House

Glasshaus
One of Melbourne’s hidden gems, positioned in the
charming suburb of Cremorne. Industrial chic meets
botanical splendour, with plants draping off the
walls in a modern take on the Gardens of Babylon.
Showered in natural light and impeccably styled, this
1920s warehouse provides the perfect backdrop.

Nestled beyond the quiet and secluded hamlets of
the Bellarine Peninsula stands Campbell Point House.
Campbell Point House is a luxurious waterfront private
estate available exclusively for private hire. With five
exceptional bedroom suites, pool, spa, tennis court,
private jetty, Campbell Point House is a unique space
for your special day.

Mount View Estate

SpACE @ Collins

Nestled in the picturesque Yarra Ranges, this 10 acre
haven offers seclusion and luxury with breathtaking
panoramic views. Mount View Estate is the
quintessential destination for lavish social gatherings
and weddings with superior accommodation on site.
Offering a unity of style, inspiration and splendour.
Undoubtedly one of the most luxurious escapes in the
region.

A contemporary gallery situated on the first floor of
the Mering Building. Offering bespoke experiences,
this premier venue is perfect for exclusive events
and lavish affairs. Alongside its gallery program
and exhibitions, SpACE @ Collins provides the ideal
layout for those who demand intimate, discreet and
sophisticated experiences.
Greenfields

Laurens Hall
This incredible building was the original Railways
Printing Works in the Industrial precinct of North
Melbourne and became the home of Blueprint, quality
crafted furniture made from 100% recycled timber.
Laurens Hall offers an invitation to an experience of
authenticity and creative individuality. Its stunning 20
foot ceiling encourages an abundance of natural light.
Framed by vintage windows, look into the workshop
with polished concrete floors and a handsome display
of authentic industrial pieces as your big day comes
to life.

Residing in Albert Park amongst Melbourne’s
most affluent suburbs, is the tranquil Greenfields.
Positioned within the Albert Park Lake precinct, the
venue sits adjacent to a superb golf course and
enjoys expansive views of the lake and manicured
course grounds.
This establishment combines a neutral colour palette
with beautiful interior features, exuding a raw and
earthy appeal.

THE EVER AFTER

For us, getting to know each couple intimately is a vital part of the process and
always a pleasure.
After spending so much time together it’s no surprise we often form a close
bond. We’re still friends with many of our past couples. It’s for this reason we
never see the end of a wedding as the end of the relationship. Many couples
come back to celebrate other important events in their life- baby showers,
birthdays and even to renew their vows. We consider this the ultimate
compliment.
If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to ask. If you haven’t
worked it out already- we love talking about weddings.

IMAGERY AND STYLING
Atlantic Group | Centrepiece by Design | Blumenthal Photography |
Ateia Photography | Elleni Toumpas Photography
Jack Hawkins Photography | Where the Grass is Green |
Darin Collins Photography | Gazi Photo
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L E T ’ S G E T S TA RT E D
161 Harbour Esplanade, Docklands Victoria 3008
+61 3 8623 9600 | inf o@a tlanticg roup.com.au | www.a tlanticg roup.com.au

@atlanticweddings #mustbeperfect

